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Animals — Animal Rights


Aquaculture

Bankruptcy - General

Bankruptcy - Processors, Elevators, Warehouses
Biotechnology
   Noah, Genetic Modification and Food Irradiation: Are Those Strictly on a Need-to-Know Basis?, 759-788
   Endres & Schlessinger, Pollen Drift: Reframing the Biotechnology Liability Debate, 815-857
   Fedoroff & Kershen, Agricultural Biotechnology – An Opportunity to Feed a World of Ten Billion, 859-875
   van der Meulen & Yusuf, One-Door-One-Key Principle: Observations Regarding Integration of GM Authorization Procedures in the EU, 877-892
   Bose & van der Meulen, The Law to End Hunger Now: Food Sovereignty and Genetically Modified Crops in Tribal India – a Socio-Legal Analysis, 893-918


Energy Issues


Environmental Issues


Equine Law

Note, For an Implied Warranty of Sustainability: Come Mr. Tallyman, Tally my Banana’s Environmental Impact, 26 GEORGETOWN INTERNATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL L. REV. 303-325 (2014).


**Farm Labor - Collective Bargaining**

**Farm Labor - General & Social Welfare**

**Food and Drug Law**

d’Entremont, Behind the Green Label, 50 Trial 38-44 (11-2014).


McNamara & Armstrong, When “All Natural” Is Anything But, 50 TRIAL 22-27 (11-2014).


**Hunger & Food Security Issues**

**International Trade**

**Livestock and Packers & Stockyards**

Comment, Beef Products, Inc. v. ABC News: (Pink) Slimy Enough to Determine the


**Patents and Other Intellectual Property Rights in Agriculture**

Comment, Twenty Years in the Making: Transitioning Patented Seed Traits into the Generic Market, 97 MARQUETTE L. REV. 1039-1083 (2014).

**Pesticides, Herbicides, Insecticides, Fungicides, Fertilizers**


**Rural Development**


Pollans & Roberts, Setting the Table for Urban Agriculture, 46 URBAN LAWYER 199-225 (2014).

Symposium: Preventing the Ghost Town - What Rural Communities Need to Do to Survive in the Modern Economy, 23 KANSAS J. L. & PUBLIC POLICY 345-436 (2014).

Miller, Three Legal Approaches to Rural Economic Development, 345-361

Note, Kansas Growers and the Environmental Protection Agency: On the Same Side? A Look at Kansas' Implementation of the Surface Water Nutrient Reduction Plan, 381-400

DuVivier, Rural Wind Windfalls, 401-420

Green, Sustainability and Rural Communities, 421-436
Water Rights: Agriculturally Related


